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james H harts contribution to
our knowledge of oliver cowdery

and david whitmer

edward L hart

most latter day saints take for granted the existence of por-
traits of the three witnesses but in fact no likeness of oliver cow-
dery was available to the church until 18831885 and then it was
touch and go whether one would be obtained had it not been for
the faith and tenacity of james H hart who pursued the portrait
when others had failed we might never have known just what
oliver cowdery looked like in the course of following the trail of
the portrait hart was also able to conduct important interviews
with david whitmer

junius FE wells editor of the contributor a church publica-
tion could find no picture of cowdery when he planned to pub-
lish portraits of the three witnesses in the october 1883 issue he
knew that an oil portrait and a daguerreotype photograph taken
of cowdery four years before his death were in missouri in the
hands of cowderysCowderys daughter whose husband dr charles john-
son was adamant about not letting the likenesses go wells with
the aid of others had tried unsuccessfully to obtain the daguerreo-
type and as a last resort turned to james H hart for assistance I11 As

it is my special mission to obtain it wrote hart 1I shall no doubt
be successful 2

at the time wells called upon him for help hart was immi-
gration agent for the church in new yorkayork3 and was on one of his
regular visits west between immigrant ship arrivals he immedi-
ately made plans to stop over in missouri on his return trip to new
york he went first to see david whitmer in richmond expecting
to find the johnsons there also whitmer informed him that the
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the first LDS publication of oliver cowderysCowderys portrait this frontispiece
for the october 1883 contributor shows the three witnesses over an
engraving of the hill cumorah the angel on the left holds a scroll that
reads rev XIVXTVklugmtvklu 6 at the top right is a heavenly being showing the
golden plates to three men under cowderysCowderys portrait are the sticks or
scrolls of joseph andandjudahjudah brought together courtesy edward L hart
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johnsons along with whitmerswliitmerswhittersWhitmers sister oliver cowderysCowderys widow
were in the extreme southwest corner of the state south west
city whitmer was not optimistic that dr johnson would permit
the portrait or the daguerreotype to be taken away 4

the railway stop nearest to south west city was seneca
twenty eight miles away at seneca hart hired a buggy and driver 5

the month was august and the heat dust and flies assailed the
horses the driver and hart always the immaculate english gen-
tleman with a full beard top hat and cane undeterred hart con-
tinued to the johnson home

the doctor was at first quite hostile hart wrote but after
laboring with him several hours during which his wife and mrs
cowdery warmly seconded my pleading some kind spirit came
upon him and he gave me the choice between the oil painting and
the daguerreotype 6 hart wisely chose the daguerreotype and re-
turned to seneca the way he had come he continued on to new
york where he placed the picture in the hands of H B hall and
son engravers since the engravers already had the likenesses of
the other two witnesses they were able to complete the fron-
tispieceti in time for the october 1883 issue of the contributor

on a subsequent trip west hart repeated his journey to
south west city to return the daguerreotype to its owners harts
acceptance of the assignment to procure the likeness as a special
mission made him willing to expend a great deal of effort which
along with his determination conversational skill and charm
resulted in the procurement of the portrait of oliver cowdery now
familiar to virtually all latter day saints

during his journeys to obtain the daguerreotype and return
it james hart had two opportunities to interview david whitmer
in richmond missouri hart was one among several who reported
that whitmer remained firm to the end in his testimony of the
truthfulness of the book of mormon even though others also re-
ported on whitmerswhittersWhitmers testimony some distinctive features of harts
interviews lend a credibility that make them worth examining

to begin with hart sometime editor of the bear lake demo-
crat which changed its name later to the southern idaho inde-
pendent and associate editor of the paris post was a skilled journalist
and employed a form of pitman shorthand to take down verbatim
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his interviews with whitmer often putting portions in quotation
marks immediately after the interviews while his memory was
still fresh he transcribed his shorthand notes into his journal sub-
sequently hart expanded the interviews by providing background
and setting and then sent the write ups to his hometownhome town newspa-
pers and to the deseret news

on his return visit to david whitmerwhitmen hart showed him what
he had written and whitmer fully endorsed it as a correct ex-
pression of his sentiments 2171177 the final stage for hart was the trans-
formation of the prose versions of the interviews into a long poem
divided into iambic pentameter quatrainsquatrains composed of two cou-
plets in this final form called appropriately an interview with
david VAwhitmerlitmer 1 I8 hart was able to be even more expansive with de-
tails recollected in tranquility 9

to show how the first david whitmer interview progressed
from journal entry to deseret news account to poetry I1 give one
example by way of illustration beginning with the opening sen-
tence of the journal entry

august 21st 1883
richmond mo

I1 met david whitmer and his son david and had a pleasant
conversation with them 10

for the deseret news account hart provided a setting and details
about the weather

seneca newton county
missouri aug 2323dd 1883

having some business in richmond ray county I1 took occa-
sion to call on mr david whitmer who was suffering considerably
from the intense heat but I1 had notwithstanding a long and pleas-
ant conversation with him and his son david whitmer jr

the first stanza of harts poem adds further detail about the age

and personal appearance of david whitmer

I1 met an aged man the other day
in richmond missouri in county ray
his step was feeble but his eye was bright
and in it beamed intelligence and light

this poetic version allows us a personal glimpse of whitmer that
we do not get in the two previous versions his age the feebleness
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of his step and the intelligence and light that beamed in his eye
the imagery makes it possible for the reader to visualize the scene
and the straightforward colloquial tone together with the versifica-
tion adds force and dynamism to the statement thus sharpening
considerably the focus of the interview

and so through the entire text of the journal entry the full
news dispatches and the complete poem the reader finds no
alteration of substantive facts but rather a ftfullnessillness in the strength-
ening and vivifyingvilifyingvivifying enhancement of their statement when the
poem was privately printed in blue ink on a parchment broadside
james H hart wrote in a footnote

it is worthy of historical mention that the above poem was read and
approved by david whitmer at a subsequent visit by the author
shortly before davids death in the presence of his grandson now
the custodian of the manuscript of the book of mormon and other
relics he expressed much pleasure in the receipt and reading of said
poem and acknowledged it as authentic in its entirety 12

james H harts special mission proved to be successful not
only in obtaining a portrait of oliver cowdery but also in making a

lasting contribution to our knowledge of another book of mormon
witness david whitmer

edward L hart is professor emeritus of english brigham young university

NOTES

for a full account of wellsswellas attempts to obtain cowderysCowderys likeness see
junius F wells editorial contributor 5 october 1883 343534 35 other background
information throughout is from edward L hart mormon in motion thethe life and
journals ofjamesof james H hart 1825 19061906saltsaitsalt lake city windsor books 1978

2jamesajamesames H hart to deseretdeseretnewsnemsnews dispatch sent from seneca newton county
missouri august 23 1883 published in the deseretdeseretnewsnemsnews september 4 1883

31lartart also served as first counselor to william budge in the bear lake
stake presidency

harnharthann to deseretdeseretnewsmewsnewsmems september 4 1883
arnannart to deseret news september 4 1883
hartantannart to bear lake democrat dispatch sent from new york august 29

1883 published in contributor 5 october 1883 35
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gamesjamesames H hart to the bear lake democrat march 18 1884 published
march 28 1884 the complete texts of harts interviews with Wiwhitmerlitmer are also
reproduced in lyndon W cook david whitmer interviews A restoration wit-
ness orem utah grandin book 1991

the poem has been reprinted many times the full text of the poem can
be found in contributor 5 october 1883 the same issue that carried the fron-
tispieceti of the three witnesses

from9frorn wordsworthsWordsworths observations prefixed to lyrical ballads in the
great critics ed james harry smith and edd winfield parks 3dad ed new york
norton 1951 514

james H hart journal special collections and manuscripts harold B lee
library brigham young university provo utah hereafter cited as BYU

archives hart wrote this entry in longhand but his journal contains a great deal
written in shorthand

I1 tiarttodeseretnewshart to deseret nemsnews september 4 1883
A copy of this printing of the poem and footnote is pasted in james H

harts scrapbook now in authors possession but shortly to be turned over to
BYU archives


